In this paper, we investigate the optimal consumption and portfolio selection problem with negative wealth constraints for an economic agent who has a quadratic utility function of consumption and receives a constant labor income. Due to the property of the quadratic utility function, we separate our problem into two cases and derive the closed-form solutions for each case. We also illustrate some numerical implications of the optimal consumption and portfolio.
Introduction
We provide an optimal consumption and portfolio decision with negative wealth constraints for an economic agent who has a quadratic utility function of consumption. A bliss level of consumption is an import feature of the quadratic utility. It means that an agent's risk taking becomes zero at a wealth level for some bliss point of consumption. When the wealth level exceeds a bliss point, her consumption does not increase. In this model, we derive an analytic solution with the negative wealth constraint. And we check some properties of optimal consumption and portfolio with a constant labor income. After Merton's seminal works [, ], many researchers have studied an optimal consumption and portfolio selection problem with various realistic constraints. Merton [, ] solved the portfolio optimization problem of an agent who has a Hyperbolic Absolute Risk Aversion (HARA) type utility function. However, he has not considered the labor income of an agent. Park and Jang [] studied the optimal consumption, investment and retirement strategies with negative wealth constraints. But they considered the agent whose utility function is Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA).
Koo et al.
[] and Shin et al.
[] considered an optimal consumption and portfolio selection problem of an agent who has a quadratic utility function and faces a subsistence consumption constraint. However, they did not consider the agent's labor income and the negative wealth constraint. Here, negative wealth constraints contain the borrowing constraints which mean the restriction of a loan. Lim and Shin [] and Shim [] derived the closed-form solutions of optimal consumption and portfolio with general utility. Since the quadratic utility does not satisfy the strictly concave property, our results are different from theirs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section , we illustrate the financial market setup. In Section , we obtain the optimal policies of our optimization problem with two cases (ŷ >  orŷ < ). Concluding remarks are given in Section .
The financial market setup
We assume that there are two tradable assets in the financial market: one is a risk-free asset and the other is a risky asset. r >  is a constant interest rate, and the price of the risky asset S t follows the geometric Brownian motion (GBM)
where μ > r and σ >  are constants, B t is a standard Brownian motion on a complete probability space ( , P, F), and {F t } t≥ is the P-augmentation of the filtration generated by the standard Brownian motion {B t } t≥ .
Let π t be the amount invested in the risky asset at time t and c t be consumption at time t. A portfolio process {π t } t≥ is a measurable and adapted process with respect to {F t } t≥ , and a consumption process {c t } t≥ is a measurable and adapted nonnegative process with respect to {F t } t≥ . They satisfy the following mathematical conditions:
Let X t be the agent's wealth process at time t that evolves according to the following stochastic differential equation (SDE):
with an initial endowment X  = x and a constant labor income I > . From the wealth process (.), we can derive the following budget constraint:
where θ := (μ -r)/σ is the market price of risk, and H t := e -(r+   θ  )t-θB t is the pricing kernel. In this paper, we also consider the following negative wealth constraint (see [] ):
This restriction means that the agent can borrow partially against her future labor income, that is, when ν = , she cannot borrow against her future labor income (this is called a nonnegative wealth constraint or borrowing constraint), and ν =  implies that she can borrow fully against her future labor income.
The optimization problem
Now we consider our optimization problem. In this problem, the infinitely-lived agent wants to maximize her expected lifetime utility:
subject to the budget constraint (.) and the negative wealth constraint (.). Here, ρ >  is a subjective discount factor, R >  is the constant coefficient of the quadratic utility function, and A(x) is the class of all admissible controls (c, π) at x.
Remark . Due to the feature of the quadratic utility function, there is a bliss consumption levelc := /(R), and the negative wealth constraint level should be lower than the bliss wealth level, that is,
This assumption is deduced from the bliss level which is one of the aspects of quadratic utility. The right-hand side of inequality (.) is bliss wealth levelx which is obtained as follows:
We denote byũ the dual utility function of a quadratic utility function, which is defined byũ
where  A is an indicator function. For a domain { < y < }, the optimal consumption of the agent is ( -y)/(R) and, for a domain {y ≥ }, the agent consumes nothing, that is, the optimal consumption is zero. For a Lagrange multiplier λ > , we define a dual value function as follows:
where y t := λe ρt H t and the process y t follows the SDE
Remark . For later use, we define the following quadratic equation: By the Feymann-Kac formula, we derive the partial differential equations (PDEs) as follows:
where the partial differential operator is given by
If we conjecture that φ(t, y) = e -ρt v(y), then we derive the following ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
We defineŷ >  as the level of a dual variable of the negative wealth constraint level -νI/r. Remark . We define the positive constant K for indicating thatŷ is less or greater than .
By comparison with the range from wealth constraint to the bliss level of wealth and K , we can check thatŷ >  orŷ < . And we will solve ODEs (.) with two cases: one isŷ > , and the other isŷ < .
In the case ofŷ > 1
Ifŷ > , we can rewrite ODEs (.) as where
Proof From ODEs (.), we obtain the solution as follows: 
By the Legendre inverse transform formula, the value function V (·) can be obtained as follows:
(  .  )
Theorem . The value function V (x) of optimization problem (.) is given by
ξ and ζ are the solutions to the algebraic equations
respectively.
Proof The first order condition for equation (.) takes the following form:
where the function v(·) is described in Proposition .. Substituting the first order condition into equation (.), we can complete the proof.
Whenŷ > , we can provide the optimal strategy (c, π).
Theorem . The optimal strategies are given by
Proof By the duality of value function and the Itô formula, we can obtain the following equation:
By comparing (.) and (.), we derive the optimal consumption c * t and portfolio π * t as follows:
By substituting equation (.) into (.), we can derive the optimal consumption and portfolio.
Proposition . If the following inequality (.) holds,
where K is given in (.), then
Proof Since m -< , it is enough to show that
This inequality implies
. 
In the case ofŷ < 1
Ifŷ < , y does not exceedŷ. So we obtain the following ODE from ODEs (.). Basically, we obtain similar results to those of Koo et al. [] , that is, ifŷ > , then the optimal consumption is zero until wealth reaches the threshold wealth level corresponding to the dual variable y = . After wealth reaches this level, the optimal consumption increases as wealth increases. But after the bliss levelx, the optimal consumption stays at c = /(R). For the optimal portfolio, it increases from zero to the certain maximum until wealth reaches a certain wealth level. The optimal portfolio decreases above this level and becomes zero above the bliss levelx. If  <ŷ < , however, there is no zero consumption region. So the optimal consumption increases as wealth increases. But after the bliss levelx, the optimal consumption stays at c = /(R). For the optimal portfolio, we see behavior similar to the case ofŷ > .
Concluding remarks
We solve the optimal consumption and investment problem with negative wealth constraints. Negative wealth constraints are the general borrowing constraints against future labor income. We consider the optimization problem when an agent receives a constant labor income and has quadratic utility. We use the martingale duality approach to obtain the closed-form solutions and illustrate the effects of the proportion ν of the wealth constraint on the optimal consumption and portfolio.
